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1 Introduction
Brain has intrigued researchers since the beginning of scientific endeavors. Firstly, be-
ginning of computers saw the advent of exciting developments which culminated to
the development of the new discipline of artificial neural networks (ANN). ANNs have
been through several generations of major developments, with the recent phase consist-
ing of spiking neural networks based works [1]. Another parallel field of computational
neuroscience has been the bio-inspired cognitive architectures (BICA) [2] a field which
got major thrust in development. Cognitive architecture (CA) in general and BICA in
particular also has a long history and the efforts have been devoted towards trying to
emulate the functioning of brain. CAs like SOAR and ACT-R have been under de-
velopment for many decades and have been applied in various studies [3, 4]. A third
direction in cognitive engineering has been the recent developments in communication
and radar which are misleadingly termed cognitive communication [5] and cognitive
radar [6]. It may also be mentioned here that this 2012-2013 has seen multi-billion
dollar investment done separately in the European Union as well as in the USA for the
study and understanding of brain [7–9].

In this proposed MSc project the student shall investigate the use of cognitive archi-
tectures in tracking and extracting information from the large amount of data generated
by MeerKAT. In addition to being successful in a range of engineering applications,
BICA has been hinted by some SKA partners to have very high potential in handling
astronomical datasets [10].

2 Existing Expertise at UCT
We at Electrical Engineering Department at UCT have been active in areas related to
cognitive radio and cognitive radar for past six years. For last two years the proposer
has also been working on cognitive robotics. In addition we have some of the best
South African experts in the domain of mathematical modelling [11] and psychological
understanding of brain [12]. The recently opened Center of Artificial Intelligence is
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also centered at UCT (Computer Science Department). These and the existing rich
link our group has with SKA-SA makes us the best place to host research to investigate
cognitive architecture possibilities for astronomical data analysis.

3 Conclusion
Bigdata analysis is a rich field with manifold of approaches in it. However BICA is
one of the most revolutionary approaches that has been proposed to solve this problem.
The proposed project along with another MSc project proposed by us will not only
have very high probability to become a tool that will really be used by SKA, it can also
be a major engineering spin-off of the SKA project.
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